
SIMULATIONS OF THE LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURE FORMATIONAND THE EVOLUTION OF THE LYMAN ALPHA FOREST:COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
J.P. M�UCKET AND R. RIEDIGERAstrophysikalisches Institute PotsdamAn der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, GermanyANDP. PETITJEAN1;21Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris - CNRS98bis Boulevard Arago, F-75014 Paris, France2UA CNRS 173- DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-MeudonF-92192 Meudon Principal Cedex, France1. IntroductionThe study of the Ly� absorbers seen in quasar spectra is a very sensitiveway to probe the baryonic material in the whole redshift range 0 < z < 5.In particular the evolution of the spatial distribution of the Ly� cloudso�ers the unique chance to obtain direct information about the structureformation processes throughout a wide redshift range. During recent yearsconsiderable success has been obtained in modeling the distribution of theneutral hydrogen gas in the context of the evolution of large-scale structure(Cen et al: 1994, Petitjean et al: 1995, M�ucket et al: 1996, Hernquist et al:1996, Miralda-Escud�e et al: 1996, Zhang et al: 1996, Bi & Davidsen 1996)By means of simulations many of the characteristics of the Ly� forest couldbe reproduced. One of the outstanding problems is the relation between theLyman-� forest and galaxies. Although conclusions are uncertain, it seemsthat at least the strongest lines in the Lyman-� forest at low redshift areanyhow associated with galaxies (Lanzetta et al: 1995, Le Brun et al: 1996)since the density of the intergalactic gas is expected to be higher in thevicinity of the galactic potential wells. The case for the weak line to beassociated with galaxies is less clear. Indeed observations of the line ofsight to 3C273 that are the most sensitive to the presence of weak lines



2 M�UCKET, RIEDIGER, & PETITJEAN(Morris et al: 1991, Bahcall et al: 1991) indicate the presence of a largenumber of these lines and no clear association with galaxies is seen (Morriset al: 1993). Moreover, Stocke et al: (1995) have detected weak absorptionlines located in regions devoided of galaxies.Recent observations have shown that at redshift z � 3, Civ is found in90% of the clouds with N(Hi) > 1015 cm�2 and in about 50% of the cloudswith 3� 1014 cm�2 < N(Hi) < 1015 cm�2 (Songaila & Cowie 1996, Cowieet al: 1995).Following the simulations the Lyman-� absorption line properties canbe understood if the gas traces the development of structures in the Uni-verse. In this picture, part of the gas is located inside �laments where starformation can occur very early in small halos that subsequently merge tobuild-up a so-called galaxy (Haehnelt et al: 1996). This gas contains metals.The remaining part of the gas has very low metallicity or no metals andeither is loosely associated with the �laments and has N(Hi) � 1014 cm�2or is located in the underdense regions and has N(Hi) � 1014 cm�2.To clarify this issue, we have re�ned our simulations introducing a dis-tinction between shocked and unshocked particles leading in the result, aswill be shown, to two di�erent populations of Lyman-� clouds.2. SimulationsWe described in M�ucket et al: (1996) the main characteristics of a pseudo-hydrodynamic code using the particle-mesh (PM) code developed by Kateset al: (1991) including temperature evolution of the gas component associ-ated with the dark matter and e�ects of photoionisation. The simulationsused 1283 particles on a 2563 grid. We carefully analyzed the length scalesto be assigned to the simulation box and to the cells. Taking into accountthe restrictions due to scales of nonlinearity at z = 0 and recent observa-tions which give estimates for the cloud sizes the simulations were carriedout using a box size of 12.8 Mpc which corresponds to a co-moving cell sizeof 50 kpc. The baryonic mass is assumed to be proportional to the darkmatter mass inside a cell. This assumption has been shown by detailedhydro-simulations to be valid for the low-density regime characteristic ofthe Lyman-� forest (see Miralda-Escud�e et al: 1996, Hernquist et al: 1996).We adopt a value for the Hubble parameterH0 = 50 km Mpc�1 s�1 and
b = 0:05 throughout.The photoionizing UV background ux responsible for the photoionisa-tion is calculated by the code self-consistently and is assumed to be homoge-neous and isotropic throughout the simulation box. The ionizing spectrumis modelled as J� / J0 ��1 where J0 = J�21 � 10�21 erg cm�2 s�1 Hz�1 sr�1is the ionizing ux at 13.6 eV which depends on redshift, i:e:, J�21 = f(z).



THE EVOLUTION OF THE LYMAN ALPHA FOREST 3The UV background ux is assumed to be determined by star formationprocesses in collapsing cool and dense regions. The variation of the uxintensity at redshift z is related to the rate �m(T4 < 0:5; z) at which thebaryonic material cools below T4 = 0:5 (with T = T4 � 104 K) in the simu-lation and to the expansion of the Universe:f(z) = Ccool�m(T4 < 0:5; z)+ f(z +�z)� 1 + z1 + z +�z�4 ; (1)where Ccool is a factor of proportionality. To avoid overcooling (e:g:,Blanchard et al: 1992), we assume that the cool gas is transformed intostars with an e�ciency " of about 8%. The remainder of the gas is reheatedto temperatures above 50 000 K. The characteristic time period for thoseprocesses is of order t� � 108 years. This procedure provide simulation re-sults that are independent of the time step.Whereas the time dependence of the UV ux is almost not a�ected bythe value of t� within a reasonable range the actual value of the e�ciencyparameter has considerable inuence on the ux intensity at small redshifts(see also Miralda-Escud�e et al: 1996). Namely in this scenario it determinesthe amount of gas still available for star formation.During the simulation we distinguish between two di�erent populationsof clouds: Part of matter particles are involved in shell-crossing processes(shocks). In those cases the procedure for temperature assignment proposedby Kates et al: (1991) can be applied:(1) A particle is labeled \shocked" if the Jacobi determinant of thetransformation from Lagrange (particle) to Euler (grid) coordinates be-comes negative.(2) If the particle enters a shocked region, de�ned as entering a cell on acoarse grid of cell size 2lc containing at least one shocked particle. In eithercase, we attempt to de�ne a local velocity �eld U on the coarse grid, andwe assign to the gas associated with the particle a temperature according tokT = �HmH(v �U)2=3, where v is the particle velocity, �H the molecularweight and mH the mass of the hydrogen atom.We assume ionization equilibrium which is a good approximation whenthe gas is fully ionized (Duncan et al: 1989). The temperature is determinedusing the time dependent equations (see M�ucket et al: 1996). The shockedparticles are mostly found in big halos and elongated, �lamentary structures(regions of enhanced density). The remainder of the gas is unshocked. Itis found in the surroundings of the structures formed by shocked particlesbut mostly in the voids delineated by these structures. The gas here isphoto-ionized by the background ux and assumed in thermal equilibrium.
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Figure 1. The UV-background ux computed in the course of our simulations.We have monitored all results for both populations separately. The mod-eling of the cloud distribution along a full line of sight up to a �ctitiousQSO at redshift z = 5 is described in detail in M�ucket et al: (1996).3. ResultsThe simulation must reproduce the evolution with time of the numberof Lyman-� absorption lines. Due to blending, the comparison betweensimulations and observations is not simple. A �rst constrain is thus toreproduce the evolution of the average Lyman-� decrement. As emphasizedby Miralda-Escud�e et al: (1996), this number depends on the mean Hidensity directly related to J�10 (
bh2)2 where 
b is the baryon density andJ0 = J�21 � 10�21 erg cm�2 s�1 Hz�1 sr�1 is the ionizing ux at 13.6 eV. Inour simulations, the baryon density is given a value 0.05 (
bh2 = 0:0125)and the evolution with redshift of the ionizing ux is computed assumingthat its variation is related to the amount of gas that collapses in thesimulation at any time (see Section 2). The only free parameter is thus thenormalization of J�21(z). A value of J�21(z0) = 0:1 at z0 � 3 (see Fig. 1)�ts the decrement evolution quite well (see Fig. 2).It must be noticed, that the redshift range considered here is large(0 < z < 5) and the ux is signi�cantly changing. It is thus necessary andimportant to calculate the variations consistently in order to be able todiscuss the evolution of the Lyman-� forest over the whole redshift range.Our result for the ux normalisation is consistent with the �ndingsby Hernquist et al: (1996) and Miralda-Escud�e et al: (1996) using hydrosimulations over a much smaller redshift range.
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Figure 2. Lyman-� continuum depression versus redshift. Observed data are from:diamonds, Lu et al: (1996); triangles, a compilation by Jenkins & Ostriker (1991) at lowredshifts; squares: Rauch et al: (1997).Fitting the Lyman-� forest is ususally done using Voigt pro�le de-blending procedures. Even though blending is a severe limitation for thisanalysis at z > 2:5, it is interesting to compare the observed number oflines with the simulated number of clouds that is perfectly de�ned. ForN(Hi) > 1014 cm�2, the lines are not numerous enough for blending to bea problem. It can be seen from Fig. 3a that the evolution of the total num-ber of strong lines is well reproduced. Data are taken from Lu et al: (1991),Petitjean et al: (1993) and Bahcall et al: (1993).If the number of lines per unit redshift is approximated by a power-law (dn=dz / (1 + z)), we �nd  � 2:6 for 1:5 < z < 5 and  � 0:6 for0 < z < 1:5. The simulated number is also consistent with observation atz > 4 (Williger et al: 1994).Fig. 3b shows the contributions of the two populations of clouds withN(Hi) > 1014 cm�2, shocked (solid line) and unshocked (dash-dotted line).It is apparent that the dominant population is di�erent before and af-ter z � 3. At high redshift, most of the lines arise in unshocked particleswhereas at low redshift, most of the gas is condensed in �lamentary struc-tures (see Petitjean et al: 1995).Let us assume that most of the unshocked clouds are co-expanding andoptically thin. If we also assume the ux to be nearly constant throughoutthe considered redshift range, then the evolution of the column densityfor each cloud is / J�10 n2Hlc / (1 + z)5, i:e:, the column density of suchclouds is a rapidly decreasing function of time. Therefore, at high redshift,a similar behavior is expected for the number density of the clouds providing
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Figure 3. (a) Number density dn=dz of clouds with column density logN(Hi) > 14versus redshift z. (b) As in (a). The number density of lines drawn from the shocked andunshocked populations are plotted as full and dash-dotted lines respectivelya column density threshold is given. That might explain the very steep slopefound for the number density evolution of the unshocked clouds as shownin Fig. 3b.The number density of lines with N(Hi) > 1012 cm�2 is about constantover the redshift range 1 < z < 5 (see Fig. 5 and decreases slowly at lowerredshift. Low density gas is found in regions delineated by �lamentary andsheet-like structures at high redshift. This gas slowly disappears. The totalnumber density of lines stays constant because the high column density gashas column density decreasing with time. Such a di�erence in the evolutionof the number density of weak and strong lines, although to be con�rmed,has been noticed in intermediate resolution data (Bechtold 1994). Fig. 8gives a visual impression of the distributions of clouds having column densi-ties within the range 1014 cm�2 < N(Hi < 1014 cm�2 at di�erent redshifts.Most of the clouds seen at z = 3 are distributed in sheet-like and �lamen-tary structures are not longer detectable at this column density range atz = 1 or even z = 0. For the �xed density threshold N(Hi � 1014 cm�2 thedetectable structures in the HI distribution are transformed from sheet-liketo �lamentary and eventually to single clumpy structures.Fig. 4 shows an example for a simulated full spectrum along a sin-gle line of sight at a resolution similar to Keck HIRES observations. Theabsorption features are calculated from the parameters obtained for eachcell in the simulation. The line number density is calculated as in M�ucketet al: (1996). The resulting Hi column density distribution is given in Fig. 6(solid line) together with the observed points taken from Hu et al: (1996).
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Figure 4. Part of a synthetic spectrum derived from simulation data along a single lineof sight.The agreement is good for column densities N(Hi) � 1014 cm�2. In thisrange the distribution is dominated by the contribution from shocked par-ticles (dotted line). For lower column densities the distribution is dominatedby the contribution from the unshocked particles (dashed line) and is toolarge by a factor of two compared to observations. However this factor iswell within the uncertainty of both observational and simulated data. Thediscrepancy could result from the limited resolution of simulations. A at-tening is apparent toward lower column densities. The comparison of thecolumn density distributions at di�erent redshifts shows that the atteninghappens at larger N for higher redshifts in agreement with the predictionsby M�ucket et al: 1996 (cp. Eq. 7). So the onset of the attening at smallcolumn densities is related to the resolution of the simulations. On theother hand, the behavior is similar to that recently observed at redshiftsz � 3 : : : 4 that is usually attributed to the blending of weak lines withstronger ones.The lines are considered broadened by thermal and turbulent motions.The thermal broadening is derived from the temperature. The turbulentbroadening is estimated as the root mean square of peculiar velocities inone cell. The resulting distribution together with data from Lu et al: (1996)is shown in Fig. 7. There is a lack of small Doppler parameters in boththe observed and and simulated data. The mean temperature of the gasbeeing 20 000 K, this means that broadening of the lines is dominated byturbulent motions. Note that this procedure does not apply to unshockedparticles since the number of particles within one cell is too small to de�neturbulent motions this way. A weak dependence of the Doppler parameterdistribution with redshift is observed in the simulations: The maximum ofthe distribution is marginally shifted to higher Doppler parameters withdecreasing redshift.
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Figure 5. Number density of lines versus redshift for di�erent column densities thresholdslogN(Hi) > 12; 13; 14.

Figure 6. H i column density distribution at z = 3 for the shocked particles (dottedline), the unshocked particles (dashed line) and all the particules together (solid line).Observational data points from Hu et al: (1995) and Petitjean et al: (1993) are indicatedby square symbols.4. ConclusionWe have re�ned our simulations (M�ucket et al: 1996) introducing a distinc-tion between shocked particles predominantly found within dense struc-tures such as �laments and unshocked particles which populate underdenseregions.At redshifts z < 2:5 the number density of lines arising from unshocked
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Figure 7. Doppler parameter distribution (solid line). Results from Lu et al: (1996) areoverplotted as a dashed line.particles decreases very rapidly for H i column densities larger than 1014cm�2. Therefore at low redshifts, the main contribution for this columndensity threshold comes from shocked particles. As mentioned above earlystar formation probably occurs in the �lamentary structures and most ofthe Lyman-� clouds with column densities logN(Hi) > 14 are expected tocontain metals. In addition a large fraction of those clouds at low redshiftshould somehow be correlated with galaxies (Petitjean et al: 1995).The number density of lines with logN(Hi) > 12 remains about con-stant over the redshift range 5 > z > 1 and decreases slowly at lower red-shift. This is the result of both decreasing ionizing ux and mean hydrogendensity. The number density of such weak lines is predicted to be largerthan 200 per unit redshift at z � 0. This prediction can be tested along theline of sight to 3C273 with the new instrumentation to be installed on theHubble Space Telescope.Determination of realistic Doppler parameters for clouds in the under-dense regions needs consideration of sub-cellular e�ects. The internal veloc-ity and temperature distribution for one-particle clouds is thus beyond thelimit of our simulations. However the contribution of the shocked particlesalone yields a Doppler parameter distribution in reasonable agreement withobservations.Our simulation yields a consistent determination of the evolution of theUV ux intensity over the whole redshift range 0 < z < 5 (see Fig. 1). Thenormalisation is obtained by �tting the Lyman-� decrement; a value ofJ�21(z0) = 0:1 at z0 � 3 �ts the decrement evolution quite well (see Fig. 2)for 
bh2 � 0:0125.
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Figure 8. The distribution of HI clouds having column densities within the range14 < log10(NHI=cm�2) < 16 at the epochs z=3 and z=1. The box length is 12.8 Mpc.
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